
This style is for the Irish Historical Studies journal as adapted for use by the Department of History at TCD. 

This is a very challenging style to automate and some aspects may need to be done manually, after converting a 

document to plain text. 

 

Rules taken from the document at http://www.irishhistoricalstudies.ie/rulesforcontribs.pdf 

 

For all author names: 

The style says you should use either one forename, or multiple initials.  

One initial is wrong. Multiple forenames are wrong. A forename and an initial are wrong. 

This can't be automated, so make sure your references adhere to this! 

Initials should have a full stop after them, and a space between initials. 

 

So: 

Smith, J. J. 

or 

Smith, John 

 

but *not* 

Smith, J. 

Smith, J.J. 

Smith, JJ 

Smith, John J. 

 

Page Numbers: 

"In expressing  ...  a succession of numbers use the fewest figures necessary to convey the meaning without 

obscurity." 

This cannot be automated as it doesn't follow a simple rule, so enter the *digits* of page numbers as you want them 

to appear. You don't need to worry about "p." or "pp", that *is* automated. 

 

Journal Articles: 

Title of article in sentence case e.g., This is a title 

Title of journal in title case e.g., Journal of Something Important 

Volume numbers as small Roman numerals e.g., lxxiv 

Issue numbers as Arabic numerals e.g., 7 

If there aren't volume or issue numbers, it will use just the year and a date if supplied. If you have a month of 

publication put in the Date field in abbreviated format with a full stop after e.g., Jan.  

Conversely, *don’t* add this info if you do have volume and page numbers! 

 

Newspaper Articles: 

Reporter and title of article are not required. It doesn't matter if you have them in your reference - they just won't 

display. 

Page numbers are not required. Again, fine if you have them , they just won't display. 

Year and title of newspaper are needed. 

Enter day and month under Issue Date in format 6 Jan.  

Remove "The" from the start of the newspaper title unless only one word follows, so Irish Times but The Times 

 

Books: 

Title of book in sentence case e.g., This is a title 

Put in edition number as an ordinal e.g., 3rd 

For multivolume works: 

Enter amount of volumes as an Arabic number only e.g., 2.  

Enter number of this particular volume in small Roman numerals e.g., ii 

 

Theses: 



These require: 

Author, Year, Title 

Degree - the level of degree e.g. M. A. or Ph. D. 

University - name of the institution at the time the degree was taken e.g., University of Oxford 

 

Webpages: 

URL is required. 

Enter the day and month you accessed it under Access Date e.g., 6 Sept. 

Enter the year you accessed it under Access Year. 

 

 


